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Abstract

            The depiction of the real within animated spaces is a trend frequently found within Japanese
animation, so much so that it has spawned a phenomenon called anime seichijunrei (聖地巡礼), or
“pilgrimage,” which refers to fans visiting the physical sites found in their favorite works. My
experience with seichijunrei specifically centers on the animated series, Mawaru Penguindrum, by
director, Ikuhara Kunihiko. Addressing the controversial topic of the 1995 Tokyo Sarin Gas Attacks,
Penguindrum is full of references to real spaces within Tokyo, as the entire storyline is situated
along the Marunouchi subway line, one of the lines targeted by the cult Aum Shinrikyo during the
attacks. By blending these real spaces and magical realism, manifesting through subverted mahou
shoujo (magical girl) tropes, Ikuhara comments on the surrealism of urban trauma and modernity.
Still, personally, as a non-Japanese viewer, this work brings to light important questions about the
boundaries between cultural universality and local specificity. I will be presenting on my
seichijunrei and practice-based research on Penguindrum and how it influenced my understanding
of its cultural subtext, as my project coalesced in an animated visual essay reflecting on my own
experience within these spaces. Overall, I aim to explore the importance of understanding local
specificity in order to not only cross cultural boundaries, but also to maintain the nuance and
diversity of voice that local specificity signifies.
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